CPD

CAN BE SIMPLE.

Becoming and remaining a successful conservator requires knowledge and skills which develop over
time. By identifying your strengths and weaknesses and creating your own personal and
professional goals it is possible to plan a long and rewarding career in conservation. Continuing
Professional Development (CPD) is an essential part of becoming and remaining Accredited.

But CPD doesn’t have to be complicated or difficult.

We've compiled some quick ideas for your CPD – whether you have
5 minutes, 1 hour or 1 day.

I've got...

5

5 MINUTES

min

Take a virtual coffee break and talk to another conservator about
your work
Join an Icon Group, Network or Icon's online Discord community
Visit the Icon website to look up potential future CPD activities
Register for an on-line event or course
Search for any CPD grants available
Share an idea or resource with a peer
Identify a skill or competency you would like to develop
Ask a colleague for feedback

60

1 HOUR

8

1 DAY

min

Fill out your Upgraded Listing on the Conservation Register
Read relevant articles, newsletters, books, websites
Attend a webinar or virtual seminar
Respond to a debate on social media
Record and reflect on your CPD activities in your CPD learning log
Carry out online research or study a relevant topic
Consider writing an academic article
Write an article for Icon's publications
Research conferences to submit an abstract to
Peer review an article or find a book to review
Write a case study for the Icon website
Chair an on-line team/committee meeting
If you are an ACR, consider becoming an Icon mentor
Listen to a TED Talk
Practice your IT skills by taking software tutorials
Teach a colleague something on-line

HOURS

Participate in an online event or workshop such as the many Icon
courses planned for the year
Virtually shadow someone by sitting in on online meetings
Take a stress management e-learning course
Present or network at a conference, e.g. Icon's Twitter Conference
Plan or run an online course or event
Plan and pitch a research project
Volunteer in a related field
Learn a new craft for pleasure

The Institute of Conservation is a membership organisation and charity which brings
together those with a passion for the care of cultural heritage. Icon raises
awareness of the cultural, social and economic value of caring for heritage and
champions high standards of conservation.
Find out more about CPD at:
https://icon.org.uk/training/continuing-professional-development

